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INTERNATIONAL AND DIVERSE

- Léonard : agronomist, tropical & subtropical systems
- Laurent : nomadic breeder & agronomist, agricultural systems,
connection between farmers and scientists
- Pierre: traveler, handyman, & polytechnic engineer
We are only men but since we are fighting for improving
impr
the place of
women we thought working with three women researcher:
- Marthe Djuikom, Ferdedsi
- Mette Vaarst, Aarhus University
- Brigitte Kaufmann, Uni Kassel
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Farmer field school - Farm exchange - Open source & free

SHARE YOUR KNOWLEDGE

JOIN OUR TEAM
Farm
Exchange for
AgroDevelopment

Experience combined with knowledge is a potential access to empowerment and

Transhumance

personal achievement

Young people need connections to not
stay isolated and take over the farm of
their parents.

Nomads are weak in front of intensive
farming landholders and networking
helps

ON CHITIK.COM, you can:

them

to

set

up

stronger

business models.
Create a
profile

Let us know! As a scientist or as a farmer, you have a lot
of knowledge and experiences that are PRECIOUS for

Women

each other.

Exchange between farmers is easy but
exchange a farm is not. Women are
good in thinking and planning the

Join a
group

future and they will be in the middle of

There are people having a solution for you in the
discussion

groups:

farmers,

scientist

and

the setting of a farm exchange.

other

members are exchanging on similar issues.

Use our
research
engine

Because

connections

are

more

effective

than

2

Energy = also
at the source

Sometimes farmers need to load
their mobiles or supply their relay

) we want to setup an efficient

antenna (we will give workshops on

website. Our participative research engine where each

how to set up a small modem audio-

member can add the targeted field of research is

to-radio).

connected with a software

Ferdedsi they will produce energy

knowledge itself (E=m.c

translating all article to

make sure that you will not miss an answer in another

In

collaboration

with

themselves.

language.

Your knowledge and experience become more efficient
when you combine it with your connections

Contact : info@chitik.com +33 661 972 128

